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WHAT IS THIS?           



Australia’s first and only cultural-heritage innovation lab that 
supports new ways of design thinking, experimentation and 

deep research in the digital humanities .



 WHY does a library need a lab? 



  6 million digitised items  



We want users to be inspired to 
research, use, adapt and create 

with these collections.



  4 million people search the 
collection online per year  



Little white box



Item by item 
one-to-one
relationship

return



Here to change the way our users think about what 
a library can do in the 21st century



How is the DX Lab doing this?



Audience first:  do it because it matters not because it’s shiny 

Design creatively: with data and partners 

Don’t over bake: audiences need to connect through simple + meaningful experiences

Innovate:  be sure to push the boundaries 

Iterate: if something is already built, just improve on it. 

Constant prototyping: leave room for others to finish and build upon our experiences



*a place for COLLABORATION and EXPERIMENTATION  
*build new ways to experience the Library’s collection 

and data online + onsite 
*push boundaries in user-led design thinking 

*a place for skills development, internal and external 

  



 Who is the DX Lab for :
         
                
                      

Online + onsite audiences

Creative technologists

Digital humanities and scholars

GLAM sector

Public Library Network

Business and enterprise



some 
stuff….



dxlab.sl.nsw.gov.au

http://dxlab.sl.nsw.gov.au


LOOM: data visualisation



Search Terms



DX Lab Fellowship

Support Creative Technologists to work with the
Library’s collection for deep research in the digital humanities



Digital Learning Fellowship



Support a program 
of individuals 
working with the 
DX Lab to do small 
sprints that 
enhance working 
in an agile and 
user-centred 
design-thinking 
way.





Portico



DX Lab + Indigenous Services Digital Drop-In



 Weemala 



Stack slip R&D

  Stack Slip data visualisation    



#50libcats



  Google art camera 



  Street View  



    Colour slider tool         



Meet the Data Owners



UXWorkshop with IxDA

28th April



Thank you

e: dxlab@sl.nsw.gov.au

mailto:dxlab@sl.nsw.gov.au

